You Abroad, Winner:
Sophia Kim
Rome, Italy

You Abroad, Honorable Mention:
Julia Pasquale
Salamanca, Spain

You Abroad, Honorable Mention:
Anchal Bhargava
Seoul, Korea
Landscape,Winner:
Aleksander Kirchmann
Copenhagen, Denmark

Landscape,Honorable Mention:
William Ross
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Landscape,Honorable Mention:
Cynthia Hsia
Lake Tekapo, New Zealand
People, Winner:
Emma Livne
Sapa, Vietnam

People,
Honorable Mention:
Rubini Naidu
Salem, India

People,
Honorable Mention:
Leah Tinberg
Marrakech, Morocco
Humor Abroad, Winner:
William Ross
Rochers de Naye, Switzerland

Humor Abroad, Honorable Mention:
Arsema Thomas
Port-au-Prince, Haiti

Humor Abroad, Honorable Mention:
Lizzy Nolin
Doha, Qatar